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ABSTRACT

This study looks at training learners to learn English in the selfaccess mode in The Chinese University of Hong Kong. The self-access
approach, wi th a be t ter defined focus on the learner's 1earning experience,
needs, realistic learning objective and personalized learning programme, is
seen as an alternative to the uniformed conventional teacher-oriented
approach. The attempt to experiment with this approach is to explore the
learner's potential and existing knowledge of English in his/her learning
experience and maximize such experience to help him/her learn and use
English effectively and efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
This pilot programme is an
effort to experiment with the
independent learning approach for
mastering listening, speaking,
reading and writing in English. The
programme aims at providing the
language strategies for mastering
the four language skills and
redefining the teaching and learning
roles in the process of acquiring
English.
THE NATURE OF THE LEARNERS
The subjects of this pilot
learner training programme are the
Science undergraduates in the First
Year English course (FYE). There
are 30 sUbjects and they are divided
into two groups.
The subjects, like the average
students in Hong Kong, have been
learning English for 14 years since
kindergarten. English language has
been much emphasized in the
curriculum and from primary to
secondary schools, more than 6 hours
per week of English language
teaching contact is provided to the
average student. While the quantity
of classroom contact is abundant,
the quality of the contact is

undesirably poor. For an average
primary and secondary school in Hong
Kong, an average of 40 students are
usually accommodated in one class
with one teacher in charge of the
English language subject.
The subjects of this study are
all academically strong as they have
achieved good enough academic grades
to be accepted by one of the three
local universities. However their
English proficiency is considered to
be weak after being assessed by a
placement test conducted by the
English Language Teaching Unit.
They are then required to take the
First Year English course (FYE).
Apart from the unsatisfactory
results in the English Language
subject, the subjects have acquired
effective study skills to achieve
the academic results they now have
for all other academic subjects,
including their major sUbjects.
THE PROBLEMS OF THE LEARNERS
The subjects of this study are
learners of English for over 14
years. They have achieved more than
satisfactory academic results except
English. However, the subjects find
using English confidently and
improving it effectively difficult.

